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Introduction
1. The author of this book is Antony Horowitz.
2. The illustrators are two sisters called Yuzuru and Kanako.
3. The book is ﬁction.
4. We liked the book.
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The Setting
The story is set in a few diﬀerent places which include
Chelsea and Sayle Enterprise in Port Tallon. Sayle
Enterprise is where Alex goes on his ﬁrst secret mission
with MI6. The only known location of Sayle Enterprises is a
factory and guest house in Port Tallon, Cornwall, UK. It is
located in a high-security complex about five square
kilometers built above a disused tin mine. Chelsea is where
Alex lived with his uncle Ian and an exchange student and
housekeeper Jack.
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The Characters
The main character Alex is 14 and lives with his uncle Ian
who died in the story. Alex investigates what happened to
Ian and realises that he was shot by a deadly rich man
called Yassen Gegorovice. He meets Mr. Blunt, the owner
of MI6, who sets him on a mission to spy on billionaire Mr.
Herod Sayle and his business. There he meets a German
woman called Nadia Vole who tries to stop him all the time.
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Plot
At the beginning of the story Alex was at home when there was a ring of the
doorbell. It was the police. Alex’s uncle Ian had died in a car accident. A few
days later there was a funeral for Ian. Alex sat up in his room during the
funeral. Jack, an exchange student from America who was also the
housekeeper, asked Alex if he was ok. Alex was too shocked to answer. At
the burial Alex met a man called Mr. Blunt who was Ian Rider’s boss, but as
he was leaving, Alex saw a gun in the driver's inside coat pocket. Alex was
very curious.
Later on in the story Alex ﬁnds out that Ian Rider was not working in a bank,
he was working as an MI6 spy and Mr. Blunt was the owner. Alex goes to
ﬁnd out what really happened to Ian and it turns out that he was actually
shot!
In the middle of the story Alex was sent to billionaire Herod Sayle, at his
company Sayle Enterprise. Sayle makes powerful computers called
stormbreakers. Alex goes on exciting adventures and ﬁnds out new
information that will help MI6 and show everyone that Herod Sayle is a killer.
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Conclusion
I really liked the story because it was full of action and fun, I would
recommend it to everyone who likes action and a good book. My rating for
this book would be 10/10.
I couldn’t wait for the next book!!! I’m already reading it at home. It’s called
Point Blanc.
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